
The Third Little Pig
presents..

ANGRY YOUNG BOTTLE   
IV

%&$#@ !!

ANGRY YOUNG BOTTLE   in & as



I am sick of the same old story 
over and over again!  The 
‘have’s externalise and the 
‘have not’s whimper, but are 
beaten back into submission..                         
And nobody’s learnt no lesson!



Man, this 

ain’t fair!



So ‘us’
keep piling..

And ‘them’
keep receiving



And the system 
is stuck in the 

mire..



And the authorities cry, “We 
TOLD them to segregate..But
they just don’t seem to listen! 

Waah…Boohoo.. Sniffle…

AS MUCH AS YOU CAN PRODUCE!!

WET DRY



and someone ‘splain to 

these people that 

‘segregation’ & 

‘incineration’ are simply 

NOT THE SAME!!





And nobody gives a hoot… Honks aplenty.. 



Hey wait! A miracle!! Could there possibly be a gleam of hope? 



Closer investigation reveals the ‘gleam of hope’ to be three men on a 
two wheeler riding against the conventional traffic flow..



So ‘clear hai’.. There are no 

miracles waiting to happen.. 

It’s just us.       
        

        
  



We need to cut down on our 
appetite  for 

CONSUMPTION !                      

And then rack our 
brains on what’s left ...      



Imagine the magnitude 
of junk we spew out all 
the time! There are 
gazillions of plastic 
bottles everywhere, 
And for what? 
Essentials?            
Naah.. flavoured
aerated water!!           
Don’t even get me 
started on depleting 
groundwater 
reserves and 
chemical residues..        



let’s THINK !!         

=  resource         
(not the contents..)



Cut here

>> >>

Shove one up 
the other!



The bottles can be 
‘welded’ or even glued 

together!

This gives us a long ‘train’ of 
bottles. What can we use this 

for?

PIPES SCREENSFILTERS

TOYS
YOU 

DECIDE

FORMWORK
VENTS



Even the ‘bottle bottoms’ can 
be used as paver blocks, cups, 
paper weights and blahblah..

Half cut bottles can be used as 
roofing tiles too!

That happens to be its 
profile in section..



Lots of fascinating structures have been built all 
over the world using mud filled bottles as bricks..



Bottle bottom paver blocks



Bottlebottle
Vent pipes



Bottlebottle
Screen



SOMEBODY GET 

ME OUTTA 

HERE!!



a Third Little Pig presentation

THE END



soar.hub@gmail.com

For more bottled up emotions, visit 
http://www.youtube.com/antiismistix

http://www.youtube.com/antiismistix

